all, and an enormous smoke it my crowded journal for the Officers Remins The Officers have found better. But now the are all pretty comfortably fixed. The situation is delightful. The best in Paris. From our window we overlook one of the most beautiful Parks I ever saw. We have met with some of the most beautiful flowers I ever saw. We are in very numerous, some fine in size. Fountains. It covers about thirty acres and is a fashionable drive. It is from one of our friends play for the benefit of the ladies who take frequent drives through the grounds. Sunday evening, comes to this principle thing for writing it down, and your sincerely see The Office.

Puebla is decided the finest built town that we have. Judged through it as a

number of splendid private buildings, many that would continue well with those of my own native city. Its Churches are all fine buildings richly ornamented in the interior, and the Cathedral in the Plaza is considered the third in the world, even surpassing the cathedral one in the capital for its interior decorations. It is exceeding

righ and at its some time meet. Its architecture is